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Learning Intentions
KNOW: 

• The basic elements of three artistic mediums- tableau, movement, and 
portraiture

• Eight constellations and the short stories connected to them

• How comets, meteors, and stars are formed

BE ABLE TO:

• Use tableau to depict a constellation and the story behind it

• Use dance to show how comets, meteors, or stars are formed

• Read a portrait to construct understanding of a historical figure

YOU KNOW YOU’VE BEEN SUCCESSFUL WHEN

• You step slightly outside of your comfort zone and into your GROWTH zone

• You work cooperatively and everyone plays an important role in 
demonstrating your understanding of content



Drama & DanceReading Portraits



CONSTELLATIONS through TABLEAU
One Minute Challenge Review

1. Think (cross arms when you have an idea)

2. Share ( uncross arms- This is what I was thinking…)

3. Plan 

oWhat should we make?

oWhat parts do we need?

oWhat parts will we play?

4. Create
o Frozen, silent, no props, fixed focal point and facial expression, multiple levels, 

safety first



• Brief overview of performance against each objective.

THINK

• Take some time to 

study your 

constellation 

• Each person can 

have 

• 1 - 4 stars (one for 

each hand, knee, or 
foot) 

• How can a group 

your size create this 

constellation?

(30 seconds)

Challenge #1



• Introduction and broad goals of each organization.

• Any changes.

• Organization chart might be effective here.

SHARE
This is what I was 

thinking…

• Keep your share to one 
complete sentence so 

everyone has a turn to 

offer a thought. 

(30 seconds)



• Address any high profile issues.

PLAN

• How many stars will 

each of you hold?

• Which position will 

each of you take?

(1 Minute)



CREATE

• By the time I 

count back to 1, 

you will be frozen 
in your tableau

• Frozen, 

• silent,

• no props
• fixed focal point 

and facial 

expression

• multiple levels

• safety first

(30 seconds)



THINK

• Take some time to read the short story that goes with your 

constellation

• Visualize what you could create to depict the story in one 

image

(30 seconds)

Challenge #2



SHARE

This is what I was thinking…

• Keep your share to one complete sentence 
so everyone has a turn to offer a thought. 

(30 seconds)



PLAN

• What will you make?

• What parts do you need?

• What part will you play?

(1 Minute)



CREATE

• By the time I count back to 1, you will be 
frozen in your tableau

• Frozen, silent, no props

• fixed focal point and facial expression

• multiple levels

• safety first
(30 seconds)



He was placed 
next to his lyre

MAKE YOUR TABLEAU DYNAMIC
(one minute to rehearse)

• Break your text down so that each person gets a 

line. 

• Everyone must say something.

• You can paraphrase, but the story must make 

sense.

• Remain frozen while you are delivering your line.

• Use your performance voice! 



REFLECT
• How did the One-Minute Challenge help you better 
understand the constellations?



DANCING THROUGH SPACE
An exploration of comets, meteors, and stars

Nightsky by Tracey Chattaway

https://youtu.be/Ah7kOAm_UfU?list=PL0gWBdINZ--bOgm04BjWMKbx3A2LsWLc9


1. Think (cross arms when you have an idea)

2. Share ( uncross arms- This is what I was thinking…)

3. Plan 

o What is the sequence we will show?

o What parts do we need?

o What parts will we play?

4. Create
o Clear and appropriate body shapes
o Challenging but safe

o Multiple levels in space

o Focused and intentional movement

o Rhythmic awareness

o Accurately demonstrate the science concept

One Minute Movement Challenge 
building on our work with Sean Layne and Randy Barron



How Supernovas Are Created

Stars start out in giant clouds of dust called nebulae. Gravity 
forces the dust to bunch together. Once the center gets hot 

enough, nuclear fusion will begin and a young star is born. Once a 

star, it will continue to burn energy and glow. During this time a 

balance is met between gravity shrinking the star and heat 

making it grow bigger. When the hydrogen runs out, the outside of 
the star expands and it becomes a red giant. Eventually the core 

of the star will start to make iron and this will cause the star to 

collapse. Large stars will create a huge nuclear explosion called a 

supernova. 



1. Stars start out in 
giant clouds of 
dust called 
nebulae. Gravity 
forces the dust to 
bunch together

2. The center gets very 
hot creating nuclear 
fusion and forming a 
young star

3. The star burns energy 
and glows. There is a 
balance between gravity 
shrinking the star and
heat making it grow 
bigger. 

4. When the hydrogen 
runs out, the outside 
of the star expands 
and it becomes a red 
giant.

5. Eventually the core 
of the star will start to 
make iron, causing the 
star to collapse.

6. Large stars create a 
huge nuclear 
explosion called a 
supernova



THINK

• Take some time to 
read your text

• What is the 
sequence of events 

that takes place in 
the creation of this 

object in space?

(1 minute)



SHARE

• First, then, next, 

finally….

• If you agree with 
another team 
member just use the 

hand signal for me 
too.

(1 minute)



PLAN

1. What is the 
sequence we will 

show?

2. What parts do we 
need?

3. What parts will we 
play?



CREATE

• Clear and appropriate body shapes

• Challenging but safe movements

• Multiple levels in space

• Focused and intentional movement

• Rhythmic awareness

• Accurately demonstrate the science 
concept



• We used dance elements and structures well, and created 

choreography that showed our ideas clearly.

• We shared our dance with strong concentration and focus, 

doing our parts as a team to show our idea and design.

• We collaborated very nicely, and completed our task in a 

timely manner. We all agreed on movements, and everyone 

put in an equal amount of work.

Reflect and Self Assess



Reading Portraits as Biographies
Famous Space Explorers

Building on our work with Melanie Rick





1. OBSERVE- Compare/Contrast

2. THINK- Predict/Infer and Inquire/Question

3. READ and RESEARCH

4. ASSESS/SYNTHESIZE



OBSERVE
Compare and Contrast

Facial Expression

Focal Point

Gesture

Clothing

Setting

Quantity, Size, Color of the 
Objects

THINK 
Infer and Wonder

What’s going on in the 
picture? 

What are the artists teaching 
you about Kalpana Chawla?

How do you think she 
contributed to history?

TALK

I think ___ because I see 
___. 

When I see ___ it makes 
me think ___. 

I wonder ___ because I 
see ___.

When I see ___ it makes 
me wonder ___. 



What did the portraits teach you that 
the written texts did not?

What did the written texts teach you 

that the portraits did not?

Reflect



SMALL GROUP PLANNING

Gather in a group of four with 
colleagues who teach  similar grade levels

Choose a unit in Science Fusion and use the Post-it Notes to 
mark when you can use each strategy throughout the unit.

Maybe you don’t get to all of the strategies in each unit.

Can you find a unit that CAN be taught through all 3 strategies?



THANK YOU!
Please don’t hesitate to reach out.

Jessica.dilorenzo@sarasotacountyschools.net


